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the interface is also more or less unchanged from pro tools hd's interface, which means that you still have to do a bit of work
to map your favourite plug-ins to the areas of the screen they're most likely to appear in. you can now save plug-in presets

which are useful for when you've got several plug-ins that you want to use in the same way. for example, say you've got some
plug-ins that you want to use to process the same tracks, but only in different ways, say to boost some frequencies, or to limit
or compress others. with a single preset, you can easily apply the same effects to all the tracks, or to only a few. rtas plug-ins
are de-facto standards, but it's only now that the major plug-in manufacturers have started to implement them in more plug-
ins (in particular, magix has the most rtas plug-ins in the world right now), and no one else has yet realised that it's possible
to write plug-ins in c and c++ that can be used as plug-ins in pro tools or sonar. so if you're a developer of rtas plug-ins, be

aware that pro tools 7 and sonar 7 are now the two audio programs that support your plug-ins, and that you will have to
rewrite your plug-ins to be pt and s compatible. of course, if you have a pro tools hd rig, you can use that and the plug-ins that
come with it, and you can use any plug-ins that you install yourself into the hd system, but what's so great about the new pro
tools 7 and sonar 7 systems is that they are so much more flexible than the previous versions. by contrast, if you have a pro

tools 7.3 rig, you're stuck with it, but if you buy pro tools 7 or sonar 7 you can upgrade your existing system any way you like,
and you can use any plug-ins you like, but, as i mentioned, the new versions of pro tools and sonar do not support rtas.
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there are two major new features in this release: 'pro tools to channel strip'
and 'pro tools to track strip'. the latter is great for recording a bunch of guitars,

drums and other instruments to track and then putting each one on its own
channel strip. there are also two new effects plug-ins, the first being the

enhancer, which has an unusually large number of options, and the second,
the mastering plug-in, which doesn't actually perform a mastering function
(which makes it somewhat less useful for those of us who use pro tools for

mastering purposes) but gives you a large number of powerful effects that will
work as standard with the daw plug-ins and effects units that you already
have. i've only used the vst plug-ins that come with pro tools in the brief

period since my upgrade, but i'm already a big fan of the new stereo channel
strip. as you might guess, this lets you lay out all of your channels in a row in a

horizontal plane, and then you can add effects and processing to all of the
channels simultaneously. you might be able to do something similar with a

stereo auxiliary input track, but i would need to look at the channel strip
options to see if that's possible. if i can get a track strip down a bit more (like
the channel strip in sos), then i'll be using that instead of a stereo auxiliary
input track. then, when i need to record some vocals, i can put them in the

stereo channel strip, and then add effects and processing on top of that. that
way i can add effects to the vocals, and the effect that i put on top of that can
be applied to any other track in the mix. it might sound like a lot of work, but
it's something that's not possible on an audio interface, and it's definitely not
possible with the current configuration of your audio interface. 5ec8ef588b
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